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goshta marathi full . ...video and quality that BML's offer is excellent. and not all but most of the cases.The Rest is in German
the English versions dont exist from what i can see.Back in the day, when there was a German version of BD-Live, i used to use
that for the now-crippled LiveCD system. So i decided i'd use it again.After a long night of messing with it, i finally got this up
and running. The problem is its pretty much useless. The major issue is that the nVidia 6500/7000 series drivers are no longer
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available on nVidia's site. The drivers from their nVidia 2K series have a similar issue, and, to top it off, a few drivers even have
an error message. If this happens to you, either give up or find a way to use BML's LiveCD without using a nVidia video card.
I've been having issues with the BML one ever since they updated to the 2K series. The BML 2K series drivers have more...
issues, like missing Win7 compatibility and such.The Pico is a lovely little tool. And it comes in both German and English
versions. And the versions i've used are pretty much identical to the English.But, once again, the problem is the nVidia drivers.
As i mentioned before, there is no German version of the 6500/7000 series nVidia drivers, and the 2K series driver is missing
all of the Win7 compatibility. In my case, i actually tried the 2K series driver. (A.) My Windows 7 system would not boot with it
installed. (B.) The 2K drivers would not install with my 10.10 PPC system running. As for BML's LiveCD, the German version
of the LiveCD installer has some issues. But for some reason the versions i've tried (10.04 to 10.10) worked flawlessly.And,
once again, i want to thank BML for providing all of this to us. I don't know why more people dont use BD-Live. It's easily one
of the best things ever to happen to DVD and BluRay, and it really should have been B f3e1b3768c
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